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News Release

Bayer fuels leading market positions in Crop Science through
delivery of unmatched innovation
•

•

Division continues to successfully commercialize its product pipeline in key markets,
including XtendFlex soybeans and SmartStax PRO corn in North America, and Intacta
2 Xtend soybeans in South America
Successful launches demonstrate progress towards mid-term growth targets in Crop
Science and strength of the division’s innovation, digital transformation and
sustainability capabilities

Monheim/Germany, October 19, 2021 – Bayer today announced continued progress in
delivering customer-focused, sustainable agricultural innovation in an update with
investors. The company’s success in translating research and development (R&D)
leadership into differentiated and advanced products for farmers is driving operational
performance, while shaping the future of agriculture. Progress is being powered by strong
commercial execution in a positive market environment, particularly in fungicides and
herbicides.
“As the leader in agricultural input sales, profitability and R&D investment, we have
delivered on commercial milestones that will advance our leadership, further increasing
confidence in our ability to achieve our goals,” said Liam Condon, member of the Board of
Management of Bayer AG and President of the Crop Science Division. “Our leading
commercial portfolio, digital platform and unmatched innovation are driving significant
value for our grower customers. We are confident that the convergence of our technology
platforms to drive more customer-centric solutions will deliver above market sales growth
and leading profitability as we look out to 2024.”
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Innovation leadership fueling strong market position
Bayer is further strengthening its market position through recently commercialized
innovations. For example, in the key North American market, Bayer has defended its
position as the number one soybean weed control system provider with its Roundup
Ready Xtend® Crop System.
Bayer is successfully upgrading its Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® footprint with XtendFlex®
soybeans, which have already reached approximately 15 million acres this year. This
latest offering adds glufosinate tolerance to provide additional weed-control flexibility.
Farmers chose to plant these two trait offerings on more than 55% of the U.S. soybean
acres this year. Bayer expects to continue to upgrade soybean acres to XtendFlex® in the
U.S. in the years ahead, thanks to the proven yield benefits and exceptional weed control.
In Brazil, the launch of its new Intacta 2 Xtend® soy on approximately 600,000 acres is
currently underway, as the company upgrades its leading soybean trait platform in South
America. Built on the performance of first-generation Intacta, Intacta 2 Xtend® adds two
proteins for insect control, which is important for insect resistance management, as well
as tolerance to dicamba. The demonstrated performance advantage of the technology is
significant for farmers, delivering approximately three bushels per acre more compared to
similar varieties that are in the market.
Bayer is supplementing this continued sales momentum in Brazil with fungicides by
upgrading its Fox Franchise with Fox® Xpro Fungicide. To date, Fox® Xpro has been a
key driver of its global sales in fungicides, which rose 22% on a currency- and portfolioadjusted basis in the first half of the fiscal year. With 25% market share in soybean
fungicides in Brazil, Bayer plans to upgrade this product in 2022 with the launch of Fox
Supra, further expanding its leading position in this highly important market, with a peak
sales potential of more than €500 million.
In corn, the company is introducing its corn rootworm 3 (CRW3) technology as part of
SmartStax® PRO, and the sales rollout for the 2022 launch in the U.S. is underway. This
year’s field trials brought to light the upgraded product’s better stands and stronger roots.
In fact, hybrids with the SmartStax® PRO technology demonstrated a 97%-win rate in the
field.
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“This is a particularly timely introduction and we expect it to be well-received by growers
following increased rootworm pressure this summer in the U.S.,” added Condon. “Not only
did SmartStax and SmartStax® PRO perform well, but we were particularly pleased with
how these products performed compared to competitive alternatives.”
The company anticipates transitioning its 15-million-acre trait SmartStax footprint in the
U.S. over the next few years to this new CRW3 technology. Innovations like this protect
corn yield, which is made possible by top-performing germplasm. This helps sustain the
company’s leading market positions in the top corn markets around the world.
Leading the digital transformation of agriculture and setting new standards in
sustainability
Bayer is also expanding its industry-leading Climate FieldView™ digital agriculture
platform – now being used on more than 180 million subscribed acres across 23
countries. The company is also seeing increased sales of its own products among
FieldView™ users.
The connectivity from these acres, including logging information from planters, sprayers
and combines, is helping farmers make data-driven decisions and optimize yield while
lowering the environmental footprint of their farming operations.
FieldView™ is also expected to enable a simple, robust, scalable process to measure,
verify and report on practices that sequester carbon. In the first year of its Carbon
Initiative, Bayer enrolled more than 2,500 FieldView™ users in carbon farming trials in the
U.S. and Brazil alone.
“With carbon markets worth more than $200 billion annually, we are leading the way in
helping make carbon farming a reality through our global Carbon Initiative,” added
Condon. “By incentivizing farmers to adopt climate smart practices, as well as future
products that yield more and sequester more carbon, we are creating new value
opportunities for the farmer and our company.”
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Notes to editors:
To hear Liam Condon and Bob Reiter discuss Crop Science highlights, tune into the
investor webinar on October 19, 2021 at 8:00 a.m. EDT / 2:00 PM CEST. A video
recording will be available after the event at approx. 6:00 p.m. CEST (4:00 p.m. UTC).
About Bayer
Bayer is a global enterprise with core competencies in the life science fields of health care
and nutrition. Its products and services are designed to help people and planet thrive by
supporting efforts to master the major challenges presented by a growing and aging
global population. Bayer is committed to drive sustainable development and generate a
positive impact with its businesses. At the same time, the Group aims to increase its
earning power and create value through innovation and growth. The Bayer brand stands
for trust, reliability and quality throughout the world. In fiscal 2020, the Group employed
around 100,000 people and had sales of 41.4 billion euros. R&D expenses before special
items amounted to 4.9 billion euros. For more information, go to www.bayer.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This release may contain forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and forecasts made by Bayer
management. Various known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences
between the actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of the company and the estimates
given here. These factors include those discussed in Bayer’s public reports which are available on the Bayer website at
www.bayer.com. The company assumes no liability whatsoever to update these forward-looking statements or to
conform them to future events or developments.
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